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Abstract
Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy has become one of the main experimental tools for analyzing the dynamics of excitonic
energy transfer in large molecular complexes. Simplified theoretical models are usually employed to extract model parameters from
the experimental spectral data. Here we show that computationally expensive but exact theoretical methods encoded into a neural
network can be used to extract model parameters and infer structural information such as dipole orientation from two dimensional
electronic spectra (2DES) or reversely, to produce 2DES from model parameters. We propose to use machine learning as a tool to
predict unknown parameters in the models underlying recorded spectra and as a way to encode computationally expensive numerical
methods into efficient prediction tools. We showcase the use of a trained neural network to efficiently compute disordered averaged
spectra and demonstrate that disorder averaging has non-trivial effects for polarization controlled 2DES.
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1. Introduction
Spectral data resulting from the interaction of light with mat-
ter is used as a diagnostic tool in many scientific and technolog-
ical areas including physics, astrophysics, chemistry, or biol-
ogy. Common to all spectroscopic techniques is the amount of
data generated and the requirement of several fitting models and
parameters for understanding the underlying time-dependent
mechanisms of the observed physical systems. Many of those
parameters, such as the dipole moment in molecular spectra
are difficult to obtain from first principles. This makes the use
of data-based algorithms a traditional technique in molecular
spectroscopy [1, 2, 3].
Light harvesting complexes (LHCs) are pigment-protein
molecular systems, which are part of the photosynthetic ap-
paratus of bacteria and green plants [4, 5]. Absorbed pho-
tons create an electronic excitation in the pigment, the exci-
ton, which is transmitted through the light harvesting complex
due to dipole-dipole interactions. Proteins surrounding the pig-
ments are treated as an external environment for the exciton that
results in energy dissipation into pigment vibrations. Energy
transfer mechanisms in LHCs have been understood during the
last decades with the use of linear spectra and more recently
with time-dependent techniques such as pump-probe and two-
dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES).
In order to reproduce experimental data, computationally ex-
pensive methods such as the exact hierarchical equations of
motion (HEOM) formalism [6, 7, 8] that considers the exci-
ton and the vibrational environment on equal footing need to be
used. Moreover, to reproduce experimental spectra, repeated
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computations are required for accounting for the different in-
stantaneous exciton energies due to the slow protein movement,
which is called static disorder. As an example, the computa-
tion of the 2DES of the paradigmatic Fenna Matthews Olson
complex (FMO) for an arbitrary polarisation laser pulse se-
quence requires 21 calculations of 6 pathways to account for
rotational averaging, each calculation consisting of several hun-
dred time-propagations. All these computations have to be re-
peated over hundreds of disorder realizations [9]. In practice
simplified models, such as the Redfield approximation valid for
weak environmental couplings, are commonly used in spectra
fits. The effect of disorder is usually simplified to Gaussian
convolutions of specific widths [10]. Machine learning (ML) is
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Figure 1: Scheme of 2-layer neural network with one hidden layer. Fitting
parameters are encoded in the transformation matrices W, b
a long standing technique [11, 12, 13, 14] for the extraction of
patterns from large amounts of data that is now being explored
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as a tool to solve outstanding problems in quantum physics.
First results have been obtained using neural network (NN) al-
gorithms for translational invariant many-body systems where
finite correlation lengths underlay in the data [15, 16, 17, 18].
Time dependent transport problems have been also studied us-
ing ML [19, 20, 21]. Time propagation in LHC requires more
involved neural network configurations and data sampling tech-
niques [19]. Moreover, ML is being discussed as a technique to
bypass expensive calculations in quantum chemistry with pre-
trained networks [22, 23, 24, 25].
In this paper we show that ML is an efficient tool to predict
unknown parameters in the models underlying recorded spec-
tra and reversely, to produce accurate 2DES spectra from given
parameters. The machine learning model is based on artificial
neural network algorithms (see fig. 1), that exploit the under-
lying correlations between the spectra and the molecular prop-
erties. We demonstrate two applications and discuss the opti-
mization of the underlying network in terms of network layout
and number of parameters. First, we present a machine learn-
ing model, trained on a database of exact calculation results for
thousands of 2D electronic spectra, that predicts with high ac-
curacy the orientations of the dipole moments in FMO. We at-
tain a standard deviation of only 0.01◦ over a testset not seen by
the network. This uncertainty is two orders of magnitude better
than current theoretical and experimental fits. Next we apply a
neural network algorithm to predict 2DES from model parame-
ters and study the effect of disorder in 2DES. Inspired by recent
experimental results [26] we have calculated 2DE spectra for a
non-trivial laser polarisation sequence 〈45◦,−45◦, 90◦, 0◦〉. In
order to reproduce the experimental spectra we need to perform
disorder averaging of our calculations. We show that a trained
NN can efficiently reproduce computationally expensive 2DES
calculations from only seven parameters. This is an efficient
method to store and distribute computationally expensive cal-
culations.
All neural networks are trained from a data set of 2D spectra
images calculated with the distributed hierarchical equations of
motion (DM-HEOM) [27, 28], which provides an efficient and
scalable implementation of HEOM. The neural networks, the
training data, and the trained networks are available in the Sup-
plementary Material.
2. Data generation: 2DES
One of the most studied light harvesting complexes is the
FMO complex [29, 30] which acts as an excitonic wire in the
photosynthetic apparatus of green sulfur bacteria, channeling
the energy from the antenna to the reaction center. Since it was
the first photosynthetic complex of which the X-ray structure
became available, it has been subject to a wide variety of the-
oretical and spectroscopic studies and became one of the best
characterized pigmentprotein complex, see e.g. [31].
The energy transport in the LHC photosynthetic systems is
modeled using the Frenkel exciton description [32], where the
energy channels across a discrete network with on-site ener-
gies and off-diagonal couplings between the pigments, coupled
to a vibrational bath. The external electromagnetic field from
the probing laser pulses is usually treated in the impulsive limit
[33]. Site energies and pigment-pigment couplings εab cannot
be deduced from optical experiments directly and are usually
obtained by fits to optical spectra together with first princi-
ples calculations [1]. Exciton simulations, including effective
pigment-protein interactions are used to generate spectra and to
compare to experimental results [1]. Important parameters in
these simulations are the dipolar coupling strength and the line
width of the transitions, related to the pigment-protein interac-
tions.
Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) is an ex-
perimental technique with high temporal and spectral resolu-
tion that has been successfully applied to study the energy-
transfer pathways in photosynthetic complexes, in particular for
the FMO system [34, 35]. In contrast to absorption or fluores-
cence measurements, 2DES provides the full correlation map
between the excitations and the probing wavelengths as a func-
tion of time after initial light absorption [33, 36, 37]. In 2DES
a sequence of three laser pulses creates coherences between the
ground state and between the exciton states, which are read out
by a fourth pulse. The first and last time intervals between the
pulses are converted by a Fourier transform to the frequency
domain, with ω1 and ω3 (see Fig. 2) denoting the excitation
and emission frequencies, respectively. The remaining inter-
val between second and third pulse sets the delay time τ. As
any other molecular spectra, the 2DES peaks are masked by
the dipole moments of the pigments and their relative orienta-
tions. The dipole moments of the pigments reflect the capacity
of each pigment to absorb light due to the electron charge dis-
tribution and the relative orientation to the incoming light. This
is encoded in the dipole moment µˆ operator µˆ = µˆ+ + µˆ−, where
µˆ+ =
Npigments∑
a=1
da|a〉〈0| , (1)
and da = qr is the total charge times the direction from positive
to negative charge. Lacking conclusive results from challenging
first principle calculations it is a general consensus in the field
to assign the dipole orientations of the BChls to the NB − ND
axis, although deviations of up to 6◦ have been pointed out by
several authors [38, 39, 40].
We use the distributed DM-HEOM [27, 28] to efficiently gen-
erate the 2DES data. A complete expression of the 2D spec-
tra in terms of the dipole moment operators can be found in
[28], Eqs. (64-69). We compute the rephasing pathways (RP)
and non-rephasing (NR), ground state bleach (GB), stimulated
emission (SE) and excited state absorption (ESA) at T = 100 K
and several delay times τ. Besides the seven single exciton
states of the FMO system [1]
ε =

12410 −87.7 5.5 −5.9 6.7 −13.7 −9.9
−87.7 12530 30.8 8.2 0.7 11.8 4.3
5.5 30.8 12210 −53.5 −2.2 −9.6 6.0
−5.9 8.2 −53.5 12320 −70.7 −17.0 −63.3
6.7 0.7 −2.2 −70.7 12480 81.1 −1.3
−13.7 11.8 −9.6 −17.0 81.1 12630 39.7
−9.9 4.3 6.0 −63.3 −1.3 39.7 12440

cm−1.
(2)
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, additionally 28 double exciton states are explicitly included
in the Hamiltonian and in the dipole matrix [36, 9]. For the
vibrational couplings of the pigments, we consider seven inde-
pendent sets of harmonic oscillators coupled linearly to each
pigment. The spectral density of the vibrations of each pigment
is given by Drude-Lorentz shape J(ω) = 2λ ωγ
ω2+γ2
with a corre-
lation time γ−1 = 50 fs and λ = 35 cm−1.
2.1. Dipole orientation
We produce 10, 000 2DE spectra for a sequence of linearly
polarized light for 7 × 10, 000 different random pigment orien-
tations da at a fixed delay time τ = 200 fs. To constrain the
parameter space, we allow only for rotations of up to ±10◦ of
the dipole vectors within the plane defined by the NB,NC ,ND
atoms in each bacteriochlorophyll, see Fig. 2. The angle ∆α ⊂
(−10◦,+10◦) denotes the angular deviation from the NB,ND di-
rection in this plane.
2.2. Sequences of polarized lasers
We produce 2DE spectra for a laser field polarisation se-
quence 〈45◦,−45◦, 90◦, 0◦〉 using Eqs. (71)-(74) in [28]. In or-
der to reproduce experimental results from [26] we need to add
static disorder ∆ε to the diagonal of the seven site Hamiltonian
εab. At four delay times τ, we draw 5, 000 random realisations
of static disorder ∆ε from a Gaussian distribution of standard
deviation (STD) 50 cm−1 for the diagonal of the FMO Hamilto-
nian εaa and compute the corresponding 2DES (see Fig. 3). For
comparison with experiments, we discuss only the measured
rephasing signals.
ω1
ω 3
x
Figure 2: We perform supervised learning experiments with 10, 000 data sets
{x → v}, where each image x is assigned to a 7 dimensional real valued vector
v = ∆α that denotes the angular deviation of the FMO pigment orientations
from the ND − NB axis. Input images x are 28 × 28 pixel 2DES of FMO at
τ = 200 fs calculated using HEOM for a linearly polarised light sequence.
Calculations include all GB, SE and ESA RP and NR pathways.
3. Machine learning method
3.1. Neural Network algorithm
One of the most common techniques in ML is the use of a
neural network, which is an algorithm based on a collection of
interconnected units called artificial neurons that are inspired
by axons in a biological brain. Neurons are organised in lay-
ers which perform linear and non-linear transformations to the
input signal that is propagated to the output layer (see Fig. 1).
Common non linear operations include projection, pooling and
convolution.
For a M-layer network, the network response ym at layer m =
1, . . . ,M is computed as
hmi =
Nm−1h∑
j=1
Wmi, jy
m−1
j + b
m
i , (3)
ymi = σ
m(hmi ), (4)
where i = 1, ..,Nmh and N
m
h is the number of neurons in the
m-th hidden layer and the input vector y0 = x of dimension
N0h = Nin. The network output of dimension Nout is given by
yM = WMyM−1 + bM . The linear operation at each layer m is
encoded in the weight (Wm) and bias (bm) matrix. The acti-
vation function σm in the hidden layers is commonly the tanh
function or ramp(x) that gives x if x ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise, or the
linear function for the output layer m = M.
In the supervised learning approach training the NN algo-
rithm means finding the optimal parameters Wm,bm that mini-
mize the loss function
L = 1
N
N∑
l=1
(vl − yl(xl))2, (5)
that represents the error of the output y calculated over a train-
ing data set {x → v}l of N samples, where each input x is as-
signed to a label v which is the actual value used in the cal-
culation or could be the settings used in a controlled experi-
ment. The network is trained to approximate the output func-
tion y = yM, Eq. (4) provided by the NN algorithm and its
partial derivatives with respect to each of the elements of the
input vector x. If the data set N is large the evaluation of
the derivatives to minimize the sum Eq. (5) at every step be-
comes too costly and the Stochastic Gradient Descend (SGD)
method is used. With SGD the gradient estimation over ran-
dom data batches of fixed size is computed and the minimum
is found by iterating the gradient estimation over the data set.
A full iteration over the dataset is called an epoch. Advanced
SGD methods speed up convergence towards a minimum by
adding momentum. All the results presented here are calculated
using Wolfram Mathematica 11.3 Machine Learning capabili-
ties which are based on the MXNet Learning Framework using
NVIDIA GPUs.
We randomly divide the available data into training, valida-
tion, and test data, and calculate the performance of the trained
neural network on test data which was not used during the train-
ing. We find similar training results when keeping the ratio
batch size B
size of training set N
(6)
constant. In all the results shown here we have fixed the batch
size B = 100 and the number of epochs to 100, 000 and use
N = 9, 000 (dipole) N = 4, 500 (disorder) training data. We use
renormalised data both for the input x and label data v when
training the NN. In all our computations we used the ADAM
SGD minimisation method [41] with fixed learning rate 0.001
and β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999.
3
A seminal paper [42] shows that multilayer feedforward net-
works such as those in Eqs. (4) with as few as one hidden layer
are capable of universal approximation. Over the years more
complex networks emerged. One example is the Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network that contains
a non-linear recurrent memory cell which allows for retaining
information across the data in a non trivial way [43]. As we
show here, LSTM type networks routinely outperform simpler
networks without introducing more parameters. Given that we
perform image based training we also test the use of convo-
lutional neural network algorithms [11] which have had a great
success in image recognition, with alternating pooling (subsam-
pling) and convolution layers. The detailed layout, number of
layers and parameters, and training evolution is shown in the
Appendix A.
3.2. Prediction of the orientations of the FMO complex dipole
moments
The calculation of the strength and orientation of the dipole
moment of the constituent pigments of LHCs is a very difficult
task due to screening effects. A commonly adopted approach is
to align the Qy transition dipole to the NB − ND axis of the iso-
lated BChl a pigments, although deviations are expected due to
the surrounding proteins. Deviations of up to 7◦ result in better
fit of Circular Dichroism spectra [40] and first principles cal-
culations based on transition charge from electrostatic potential
[39] predict orientations within ±2◦ of the NB − ND axis. Also
recent ab-initio calculations show a deviation of the dipole ori-
entation of 4◦ − 6◦ with respect to the NB − ND axis ([38] table
S3).
We train a NN algorithm on 2DES calculated for dipole ori-
entations of up to ±10◦ with respect to the NB−ND axis and use
the trained NN algorithm to predict the orientation of 2DES not
seen by the algorithm. We produce 10, 000 data sets consisting
of xl : 2DES 28 × 28 pixel images assigned to a vl : dipole
orientation ∆α ∈ R7, a 7 dimensional vector of real numbers
⊂ (−10.0, +10.0). We randomly divide the available data into
training (9, 000), validation (500) and test data (500) sets. We
feed in the training data into different NN algorithms (see Ap-
pendix Appendix A.1).
For the 2-layer NN algorithm (Fig. 1,Appendix A.1.1), the
2DES matrices are reshaped into Nin = 28 × 28 dimensional
input vectors y0 = x, which are transformed by the hidden layer
of dimension Nh = 50 into
y1i = ramp
 Nin∑
j=1
W1i, jy
0
j + b
1
i
 .
i = 1, . . . ,Nh (7)
The network output of dimension Nout = 7 is given by y2 =
W2y1 +b2. We renormalise each of the images xl by a common
value (maximum value of all the images) and the orientation
vectors vl : ∆α are divided by 10. We calculate the loss func-
tion Eq. (5) over the training data (see orange line in Tab. A.2a)
and the validation data set (blue line) in order to monitor over-
fitting. We fix the number of times (epochs= 100, 000) that
the algorithm as seen the training data in batches of 100. This
takes 2.3 h on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti with 11 GB
GDDR5X-RAM.
A comparison of the predicted dipole orientation values us-
ing the algorithm y versus the actual values v used in the spectra
calculation is showed in Fig. 4 a). We have used the small test
data set of 500 spectra which was not used during the train-
ing. To calculate the performance of the trained neural network
we calculate the standard deviation of the predicted minus ac-
tual values of the dipole orientations. We denote by the mean
squared error (MSE) the average of this 7-dimensional vector.
We show the MSE for increasing number of neurons in the hid-
den layer as a function of free parameters in Fig. 4 b).
Results for this simple 2-layer NN and other NN algorithms
discussed in Appendix A are summarised in Table 1. We show
in the last column the results for the predicted dipole moment
orientation of the FMO reference case, with all dipoles aligned
to the NB − ND axis. Values obtained are within the MSE of the
NNs.
The LSTM algorithm, which includes a memory cell to si-
multaneously account for short and long term correlations be-
tween pixels, provides the best accuracy while keeping the
number of underlying parameters small. We use this kind of
NN algorithm in the next section.
3.3. Prediction of noise averaged 2DES
The effect of disorder averaging in 2DES is still an open
question. Our previous results [9] showed that adding disorder
for a linearly polarised sequence of pulses resulted in elongated
blobs in the 2DES. We have found that for the specific polar-
isation sequence discussed in [26], noise averaging does more
than just smearing out the blobs in the 2D spectra as shown in
Fig. 5.
In order to systematically analyze the effect of disorder, we
use a trained NN algorithm that generates 2DE rephasing spec-
tra from input values for the static disorder of a FMO system
(see Appendix A.2 and Fig. 3). We find that a trained NN is an
efficient way for storing and extraction 2DES disordered data.
Results for 800 disordered averaged FMO spectra at several de-
lay times τ calculated using the trained NN algorithm are shown
in Fig. 5 for different widths of the static disorder.
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Figure 3: We perform supervised learning experiments with 5, 000 data sets
{x → v}, where x is a 7 dimensional real valued vector ∆ε that denotes the
deviation of the FMO pigment site energies from the Adolphs-Renger Hamilto-
nian [1]. Data is generated randomly with a Gaussian distribution of width= 50
cm−1. Output images v are 65 × 65 pixel 2DES at several delay times τ calcu-
lated using HEOM for a polarised light sequence 〈45◦,−45◦, 90◦, 0◦〉. Spectra
calculations include the GB, SE and ESA rephasing pathways.
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Network Parameters MSE Predicted orientation for the reference FMO
2-layer 39607 0.034 {0.008, 0.016, 0.024,−0.037, 0.003,−0.027,−0.012}
conv. 6258 0.062 {0.0001,−0.037, 0.063,−0.064,−0.029,−0.002,−0.031}
LSTM 7087 0.014 {0.009, 0.005, 0.006, 0.004, 0.0,−0.002,−0.009}
Table 1: Summary of the results obtained for the different NN algorithms (see Appendix A.1) when trained {x : 2DES→ v : Dipole Orientation}. Second column
indicates the number of fitting parameters underlying each of the algorithms. The mean squared error (MSE) of the trained algorithms is calculated in the test set
not used during training. The predicted dipole moment for the FMO reference case is shown in the last column.
(a)
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Figure 4: (a) Predicted y2 versus exact normalised values v = ∆α/10 for a 2-
layer NN trained over the FMO pigment dipole orientation from input 2DES
(see Appendix A.1.1) for a test set of 500 random values of the FMO pigment
orientation not included during the training of the algorithm.(b)Mean Squared
Error (MSE) as a function of fitting parameters for a 2-layer NN algorithm in
Eq. (7) with increasing size of the hidden layer Nh = {10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100}.
4. Conclusions
We have proven the capabilities of NN and supervised learn-
ing as an efficient tool for predicting parameters underlying 2D
spectra. In particular we have shown that using a trained NN
one can predict the FMO dipole orientations with an accuracy
of 0.01◦, which is much better than current uncertainties in first
principle calculations. We propose to use the trained NNs as an
efficient way to encode computationally expensive theoretical
models such as the HEOM used here to produce the data.
As an example, the trained NN shown in A.4 is a ∼ 30 kB
size file that contains the information of 9, 000 28 × 28 pixel
sized 2DES computed with DM-HEOM, each spectra requiring
about 1 h of compute time. We have also shown that we can use
a trained NN to produce 2DE spectra from related parameters
such as the pigment site energies. This results in an interesting
application of using trained NN algorithms to efficiently cal-
culate disordered averaged spectra, which is very demanding
computationally and usually avoided or very roughly approxi-
mated. We showcase the use of trained NN to analyse the non-
trivial effect of disorder averaging for polarization controlled
2DES and systematically calculate disordered spectra for in-
creasing disorder widths. We have compared simple multilayer,
convolutional and recurrent neural networks. We observe bet-
ter accuracy and smaller number of underlying parameters with
recurrent LSTM algorithms. Training the algorithms requires
modest data set sizes and running times, indicating that feature
extraction from spectra images can be efficiently achieved with
NN algorithms. Moreover, we have shown that one can predict
spectra images from a small set of parameters demonstrating
that the correlation of system parameters and spectra images is
efficiently encoded in a NN type algorithm.
Having proven the capabilities of NN and machine learning
with computationally produced data, it would be interesting to
explore the capabilities of these methods when trained with ex-
perimental data or computation/experimental mixed data sets.
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Appendix A. Networks
Appendix A.1. Dipole orientations
We train different NN algorithms by assigning 2DES to
dipole orientation vectors {x : 2DES → v : ∆α}l (see Fig. 2)
for l = 1, . . . ,N where N = 9, 000. The ∆αl are generated us-
ing a rectangular random number generator between ±10. Final
network configurations used are summarised in Tables A.2, A.3
and A.4. The accuracy (MSE) obtained with each network and
for the FMO reference case are summarized in Table 1.
Appendix A.1.1. Single hidden layer
We use a simple 2-layer neural network algorithm in Eq 4
for M = 2, as described in Eq. (7). To find the optimal net-
work configuration [44] we vary the parameters in the training,
including the number of hidden layers M, the dimension of a
single hidden layer Nh, the number of training data N, the num-
ber of epochs and the batch size B. We did not find significant
improvements in the accuracy when increasing the number of
layers in the network M nor increasing the number of training
data N. We calculated the MSE as a function of the dimension
of the hidden layer Nh and observe slight decrease with increas-
ing Nh. Increasing Nh implies a linear increase of the number
of fitting parameters and requires higher number of epochs to
achieve convergence. Table A.2 shows a sketch of the NN al-
gorithm and the number of fitting parameters b1,W1,b2,W2.
Training the algorithm takes 2.9 h on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080 Ti with 11 GB GDDR5X-RAM.
Appendix A.1.2. Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional NN alternate convolutional layers that apply
a filter (called kernel) into the input matrix with pooling layers
that perform subsampling [45]. Looking for correlations among
the spectral peaks, we use kernels of dimension image size over
the number of pigments (28/7). In order to perform meaningful
comparisons with the different algorithms we use similar B and
N as in the previous section. Table A.3 shows a sketch of the
NN algorithm and the number of fitting parameters. Training
the algorithm takes 3.3 h on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
with 11 GB GDDR5X-RAM.
Appendix A.1.3. LSTM
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural net-
works contain a non-linear recurrent cell with forget and mem-
ory layers which allows for retaining information across the
data in a non trivial way[43]. The number of fitting parame-
ters increases linearly with the dimension of the output of the
LSTM layer. Even with small output dimension the LSTM out-
performs the other NN tested here. Table A.4 shows a sketch of
the NN algorithm and the number of fitting parameters. Train-
ing the algorithm takes 7.1 h on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080
Ti with 11 GB GDDR5X-RAM.
Appendix A.2. Disordered Spectra
We train the NN by assigning the 7 values of the static disor-
der to the resulting 2DES {x : ∆ε → v : 2DES }l for l = 1, .,N
as shown in Fig. 3. To generate the training data we calcu-
late the rephasing 2D electronic spectra at fixed delay times
τ = 100,500,1000 and 1800 fs for the polarisation sequence
〈45◦,−45◦, 90◦, 0◦〉 [26] for 5, 000 random deviations of the
Adolphs-Renger FMO site energies[1]. We generate ∆εl with a
gaussian distribution of width STD= 50cm−1.
We normalise individual spectra xl by a common factor (the
maximum of all training points) and the disorder vector vl is
normalised to 200 cm−1. We train the LSTM NN algorithm
described in Table A.5. This takes 2.9 h for the τ = 1.8 ps
2DES data on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti with 11 GB
GDDR5X-RAM. We fix the number of epochs to 100, 000 and
the batch size to 100.
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RMS
Input
Net/1 Net/2 Net/3 Net/4
LossNet1
Output OutputLoss
1⨯28⨯28 1⨯28⨯28 50 50
7
7 ℝ
layer param type # param
2 Biases 50
2 Weights 39200
4 Biases 7
4 Weights 350
Table A.2: 2-NN used for predicting dipole orientation from 2DES {x : 2DES → v : dipole orientation}. Up-left: input to output network diagram. Blocks in the
diagram include R: reshape linear matrix, W: linear operation and /: ramp function. Down-left: Loss function Eq. 5 as a function of the training rounds (epochs)
calculated over the training and validation set. Loss function for the small validation set not seen by the algorithm is above the training loss function indicating that
there is no overfitting. Right: number of fitting parameters of the two active layers in the NN.
R � P � F
MS
Input
Net/1 Net/2 Net/3 Net/4 Net/5 Net/6 Net/7 Net/8
LossNet1
Output OutputLoss
1⨯28⨯28 1⨯28⨯28 7⨯25⨯25 7⨯25⨯25 7⨯12⨯12 7⨯11⨯11 7⨯11⨯11 847
7
7 ℝ
layer param type # param
2 Biases 7
2 Weights 112
5 Biases 7
5 Weights 196
8 Biases 7
8 Weights 5929
Table A.3: Convolution NN used for prediction of the dipole orientation from input 2DES. Up-left: input to output network diagram. Blocks in the diagram include
R: reshape linear matrix, ∗: convolution layer, /: ramp function, P: pooling layer, F: flatten layer and W: linear layer (see Mathematica Documentation in [46]).
Down-left: Loss function Eq. (5) as a function of the training rounds (epochs) calculated over the training and validation set. Right: number of fitting parameters of
the NN (convolution and linear layers)
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LSTM
MS
Input
Net/1 Net/2 Net/3
LossNet1
Output OutputLoss
1⨯28⨯28 4⨯2 4⨯10
7
7 ℝ layer param type # param
1 Biases 8
1 Weights 6272
2 ForgetGateBiases 10
2 ForgetGateInputWeights 20
2 ForgetGateStateWeights 100
2 InputGateBiases 10
2 InputGateInputWeights 20
2 InputGateStateWeights 100
2 MemoryGateBiases 10
2 MemoryGateInputWeights 20
2 MemoryGateStateWeights 100
2 OutputGateBiases 10
2 OutputGateInputWeights 20
2 OutputGateStateWeights 100
3 Biases 7
3 Weights 280
Table A.4: Recurrent NN used for prediction of the dipole orientation from input 2DES. Up-left: input to output network diagram. Blocks in the diagram include
W: linear layer, LSTM: Long Short Term Memory layer (see Mathematica Documentation in [46]). Down-left: Loss function Eq. (5) as a function of the training
rounds (epochs) calculated over the training and validation set. Right: number of fitting parameters of the NN including the input, forget, memory and output gates
comprising the LSTM algorithm [43].
R LSTM
MS
Input
Net/1 Net/2 Net/3
LossNet1
Output OutputLoss
7 1⨯7 1⨯50
65
⨯65
65⨯65 ℝ
layer param type # param
2 ForgetGateBiases 50
2 ForgetGateInputWeights 350
2 ForgetGateStateWeights 2500
2 InputGateBiases 50
2 InputGateInputWeights 350
2 InputGateStateWeights 2500
2 MemoryGateBiases 50
2 MemoryGateInputWeights 350
2 MemoryGateStateWeights 2500
2 OutputGateBiases 50
2 OutputGateInputWeights 350
2 OutputGateStateWeights 2500
3 Biases 4225
3 Weights 211250
Table A.5: Recurrent (LSTM) algorithm used for predicting 2DES from disordered FMO Hamiltonians {x : site energies → v : 2DES }. Up-left: input to output
network diagram. Blocks in the diagram include R: reshape layer, LSTM: Long Short Term Memory layer, W: linear layer (see Mathematica Documentation in
[46]). Down-left: Loss function Eq. (5) as a function of the training rounds (epochs) calculated over the training and validation set. Right: number of fitting
parameters of the NN including the input, forget, memory and output gates comprising the LSTM algorithm [43] and the linear layer.
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(b)τ = 500 fs
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(c)τ = 1 ps
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(d)τ = 1.8 ps
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Figure 5: Predicted averaged disordered FMO 2DE polarized rephasing spec-
tra (axis in units of 1000 cm−1) for a laser polarisation sequence [26]
〈45◦,−45◦, 90◦, 0◦〉 at different delay times τ (rows) and different values of the
disorder width (STD)(columns). At each τ we use a LSTM algorithm trained
over 4, 500 disorder realisations {x : disorder ∆ε → v : 2DES } and predict the
average spectra for 800 disordered Hamiltonians of STD width. Columns cor-
respond to NN predictions for STD = {0, 10, 20, 50} and the left column shows
the averaged training data.
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